Gratitude and Acknowledgments

From October 1, 2015 to January 1, 2018

The English Learner Leadership and Legacy Initiative has been fortunate to benefit from the vision and contributions of the following individuals, companies, foundations and associations. By contributing, they have taken a step to ensure both continuity and further development of leadership and advocacy for optimal education of English learners, and to encourage vigorous support for them and their families.

Foundations, Companies & Associations
Sobrato Family Foundation • Stuart Foundation • Heising-Simons Foundation
Benchmark Education Publications • Velázquez Press
California Association for Bilingual Education (CABE)
California ABLE Fund • Hispanics in Philanthropy (HIP)

Founding Benefactor
Sandra Anderson

Guardian Angel
$15,000
Margaret U. Miller

Super Angel
$2,000 to $5,000
GEMAS Consulting

Angels
$1,000 – $1,999
CABE, Ventura Co. Chapter
Margarita Calderon
Norm & Jean Gold
Carla B. Herrera
Dennis Parker
Susan Sandler
Fay Shin
Shelly Spiegel Coleman
Fred Tempes
Christina Mei-Yue Wong

Allies
$500 – $999
CABE South S.D. Co. Chapter
Goldmiller Family
Claudia Lockwood
Schwab Charitable Trust
Marcia K. Vargas
Yee Wan

Advocates
$100 – $499
Clifford Anderson
Diane August
Jane W Barboza
Lauri Burnham-Massey
Adeline C. Canedo
Anaída Colón-Muñiz
Patrick J Daley
Julie Olsen Edwards
Amanda Flores
Jorge Gaj
Patricia Gándara
Carmen Garces

Karen B Garrison
Kenji Hakuta
Vickie Ramos Harris
Martha Hernandez Jauregui
Elizabeth J. Jiménez
Karin Linn-Nieves
Robert Linquanti
Karla Lutz
Verónica Flores Malagón
Toni R. Marsnik
Maria Norma Martinez
Jacqueline B. Rojas

Alberto M. Ochoa
Cynthia Vasquez Petitt
Silvina Rubinstein
Russell W. Rumberger
Stephen Ready
Gloria Ulloa Rodriguez
Rosalía Salinas
Howard Sarasohn
Peter F. Schilla
Irwin And Lorri Spiegel
Robert C. Wachman
Marlene Zepeda
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Supporters $50 - $99

Michael Abkin  
Barry S Blum  
Jeanette Ganahl  
Elizabeth E. Guillen  
Genene Kluck  
Victor A. Levin  
Raquel Mireles  
Karen Myer  
Sonia Nieto

Nina S. O’Donnell  
Joshua Olsen  
Rose Lee Patron  
Linda Rosario  
William M. Saunders  
Constance Sharp  
Duarte M. Silva  
Marcia L. Turner

Other Contributors

Judith Gold Bloom  
Veronica Flores  
Marvin Freedland  
Robert Komives  
Laurie Olsen  
Rose Payan  
Sanford E. Silverstein  
Susan Westbrook

Anonymous Donors (10)

In-Kind Contributions

California Association for Bilingual Education (CABE), Californians Together  
Hispanics in Philanthropy (HIP), Norm Gold Associates

Fellowship Benefactors

Sponsors of individual fellowships named in honor of outstanding persons who supported the English learner legacy

Hon. Peter R. Chacon Fellowship  
- Sponsored by GEMAS Consulting

Dr. Guillermo López Fellowship  
- Sponsored by Norm Gold, Shelly Spiegel-Coleman, Dennis Parker, and Fred Tempes

In Memory of Estella Acosta

Lynne Aoki, Sabina Davidson, Yolanda Finley, Honoria Garavito, Norm Gold, Martha Hall, Lillian Jezik, Martha Martini, Christine Petzar, Dona Saldin, Juliet Santos, Shelly Spiegel-Coleman, Carol Tong, Celestina Worthington

Institute Staff

Project Director & General Editor – Norm Gold  
The ELLLl Steering Committee  
Lead Trainer & Author – Laurie Olsen  
Curriculum Development, Editor – Elizabeth Jiménez Salinas  
Graphic Design – Toni Saucedo  
Staff Support/Logistics – Van Ou